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What’s New in CoSy® 2003?
CoSy
CoSy is the highly flexible, easy-targetable compiler development system from ACE Associated Compiler Experts, which has
been successfully deployed by over 40 customers and partners world-wide, creating high-quality, high-performance compilers
for a broad spectrum of DSP, NPU, RISC, VLIW and 8/16-bit microcontroller architectures. Based upon extensive use of
generators and a generic intermediate representation (IR), the CoSy environment allows construction of production-quality
performance compilers in a highly efficient manner, reducing time-to-market, time-to-performance and development- and
maintenance costs. CoSy’s DSP-C language extensions allow DSP compiler developers to address specific characteristics of
the target architecture and generate optimal code. In addition, CoSy’s configurability and retargetability make it a particularly
effective environment for exploration of compiler effects
on possible architecture adaptations, thus enabling true
HW/SW co-design.

Release 2003 of the CoSy compiler development system
brings a range of new features and enhancements that
further improve out-of-the-box performance, as well as
ease-of-use and targetability.

CoSy C++
C++ is widely used as a higher level programming language for object oriented application development, as well as
architecture modelling and system-level design. Based upon industry standard C++ front-end technology from Edison Design
Group (EDG), the new CoSy C++ package opens up a wealth of opportunities for both the compiler- and application
developer. CoSy C++ compilers enable end-users to develop their applications in C++, which will be particularly important in
the 32- and 64-bit area. Application developers in the 16-bit and DSP areas will appreciate that CoSy C++ includes support for
Embedded C++, a subset of the language with reduced footprint and increased runtime performance.
Architecture developers will find that CoSy C++ enables new levels of integration between C++ / SystemC-based system-level
design tools and the compiler development system, opening possibilities for CoSy to play a key role as core technology in
highly integrated HW/SW co-design systems.

Software Pipelining 
CoSy 2003 offers many new optimisations, among which most notably “Software Pipelining”. 
Software pipelining is an advanced code-generator scheduling technique that aims to overlap execution of successive loop
iterations in order to optimise utilisation of the processor’s parallel execution units (such as a load-store unit, a fixed-point unit,
barrel-shifter) and overcome long-latency paths. Delay-slot filling in particular can benefit from this. The technique is key to
obtaining maximum performance for processors that can issue more than one instruction at a time (super-scalar) or execute
multiple operations simultaneously by using a “long instruction” to define them (VLIW). The high-level software pipelining in
the CoSy DSP package offers compiler developers a powerful technique to better exploit the specific features of their target
architecture in a transparent, user-friendly manner and thus produce high-performance compilers. Depending on the
architecture, software pipelining can improve critical loops up to several times.

Versatile Inline Assembly
Inline assembly allows the programmer to embed assembly-language
instructions in C source programs without the calling overhead that is
typically involved in assembly-language functions defined in separate
assembly files. This makes it particularly useful for tasks that are
cumbersome or impossible in C alone. 
The integration of inline assembly support in the CoSy DSP environment is both elegant and powerful. The pre-processable
inline assembly conforms to the industry-standard EDG C/C++ front-end syntax and supports multiple C-variable parameter-,
as well as result passing. In order to generate most optimal code, the compiler can appropriately select and reorganise the inline

typedef struct { int quot; int rem; } div_t;

asm div_t div (int numer, int denom)
{
   @[ .target numer, quot ]
   ; allocate numer and quot in same register
   DIVSL.L @{denom}, @{rem}: @{numer}
}
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struct {
short hw1:9;
int n:9;
char b1;
short hw2:9;
short hw3:9;
char b2;
char c1:3;
char c2:3;
char c3:3;

};

assembly’s register-use. Furthermore, due to its integration in the CoSy IR, the compiler always maintains a full view on the
inline assembly code and can schedule this within its surrounding C code related instructions for optimal performance.
A special feature of CoSy’s inline assembly support is the ability to
define Compiler Known Functions (CKFs, or intrinsic functions)
and reach optimal performance by integrating specific hardware
instructions into the C source. 

General code generation
performance enhancements
Apart from the very specific results gained from the new software pipelining support, the 2003 release brings a broad range of
performance enhancements underlining CoSy’s unique position in the compiler development tools market.
Automotive benchmarks comparing the internal Pentium compiler based on CoSy 2001 and CoSy 2003 show a performance
increase of up to 37%, with an average of 15%. Similarly Telecommunication benchmark results improved with an average
23%, up to 38% maximum.
Additionally, the DSP-C language extensions support in the CoSy DSP package provides the DSP programmer with HLL
access to the specific hardware characteristics of his digital signal processing architecture, so that highly efficient code can be
generated. Comparative benchmarks with typical DSP applications written in standard C and DSP-C have demonstrated a
performance increase in the range of 70-90% in conjunction with a code size reduction of 30-70%. 

Flexible bit-field support
Bitfields are very useful for separating data into individual bits or groups of bits,
and packing them together into a single storage unit. Different compilers use
different storage layout conventions for bit-field structures, which is why
it is often not possible to link files that were generated by different
compilers into a single executable file. The ready-existing bit-field
support in the CoSy compiler development system has been enhanced to
provide full control over specific packing necessary to comply with
ABIs, communication protocols, or the configuration of hardware I/O
interfaces. This level of flexibility is particularly necessary for mixed
architecture applications and Network Processing Units.

ISO C99 restrict keyword 
In order to determine applicability of its most powerful optimisation methods,
a compiler needs to know whether multiple data pointers in the source code
could access the same memory. Unfortunately it is not always possible to
make this determination based upon the source code only. By applying the
newly supported restrict type-qualifier as defined in ISO C99, the
programmer can inform the compiler that, in the scope of that pointer
declaration, all data accessed through it will be accessed only through that
pointer but not through any other pointer. Furthermore, the compiler carefully maintains the consistency of restrict information,
associating it where appropriate with internally generated pointers. The end result is a compiler that generates better
performing code, as these data pointer operations are now open to the more aggressive optimisation methods that depend upon
accurate data dependency analysis, such as rescheduling, reordering, value caching, etc.

Ease-of-use advancements
The ease of targeting a compiler to a processor-architecture, with the benefit of outstanding time-to-performance and reduced
compiler development and -maintenance cost, have always been one of the main characteristics of CoSy. With the 2003 release
this has been further enhanced, making the compiler developer’s life just another bit easier. Code generator definitions are
dramatically simplified through dynamic register match rules and standard back-end envelope engines. The CoSy scheduler is
capable of addressing counted resources and all of this leads to improved transparency between code generator definition and
generated code. Furthermore, the CoSy compiler back-end performs automatic spill reduction; thus improving generated code.

#define OS_CLOCK 112
asm int clock(void)
{
   @[ .barrier; .change W00; .restrict :wreg<W02> ]
   ; Use the CLOCK OS call
   ; OS_CLOCK is the opcode to be put in W00
   ; On return W00 and W02 contain 32 bit counter value
   ; Only least significant 16 bits in W02 are used
   LDI  OS_CLOCK, W00
   TRAP
}

void
func(float * restrict p, float * q, float * r)
{
   int i;

   for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
      *p++ = *q++ * *r++;
   }
}
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Integrated aiSee™ graph visualisation
Developing complex software systems such as highly optimising compilers is not to
be taken lightly. As the complexity of projects grows, it becomes more and more
difficult to maintain a proper perspective on all relations and interactions. This is
when a good visualisation tool can come in handy, providing a better understanding
of how complex systems really behave by means of graphs in many flavours.
Because in this area too, a single picture is worth a thousand words. As a matter of
fact, using visualisation tools on a regular basis can lead to additional benefits, as the
software engineers tend to be conceiving their ideas for new solutions and
enhancements in a graphical manner.
In close co-operation with AbsInt Angewandte Informatik, Saarbrücken Germany,
ACE is bundling the ‘aiSee’ (I see!) Graph Layout Software with the CoSy 2003
release for customers to evaluate for an initial period of one year. AiSee can be used
in conjunction with CoSy to present a graphical representation of your compiler’s IR
when it is processing an application source file. E.g. by generating ‘before’ and
‘after’ IR graphs, aiSee can be very instrumental in evaluating the effectiveness of a
particular (own-developed) analysis, or optimisation engine.

Available packages
� CoSy base package
� CoSy DSP extension package
� CoSy C++ extension package

Supported platforms
� SUN/Solaris 8
� HP/UX 11
� PC/Linux Red Hat v.7
� PC/Windows 2000

Contact information
ACE Associated Compiler Experts bv
De Ruyterkade 113
1011 AB  Amsterdam
The Netherlands
phone: +31 (20) 6646416
fax: +31 (20) 6750389
E-mail: info@ace.nl
Web: http://www.ace.nl
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